The thermoelectric properties of titanium substituted ZrNiSn have been measured from room temperature to 1000 K. The samples were prepared by arc melting followed by spark plasma sintering (SPS) technique.
Introduction
Half-Heusler compounds XYZ which have 18 valence electrons per formula, such as ZrNiSn [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] , TiCoSb [7] , and LnPdSb [8] show semiconducting behavior because of the band gap near the Fermi energy. The band gap energy is 0.1 to 0.8 eV, depending on the degree of hybridization of dorbital of X or Y element and p-orbital of Z element. The ZrNiSn has band gap of 0.1-0.2 eV, generally shows n-type semiconducting behavior. The Seebeck coefficient is about -300 µV/K at room temperature, promising as n-type thermoelectric materials. The electron doping increases the power factor, that reaches 3-4 mW/mK 2 at 500-700 K. The material has no toxic or rare elements, thus being promising as middle temperature thermoelectrics for recovery of exhaust heat, for example, from automobiles. However, the thermal conductivity exceeds 10 W/mK at room temperature, rather high for a thermoelectric material.
Therefore many researchers tried to reduce it by substitution, especially of Zr and Ni sites. Hafnium substitution is reported to effectively reduce the thermal conductivity without large deterioration of the power factor. The dimensionless figure of merit is about 0.1 at room temperature, and calculated to reach 0.8 at 700 K [2] . The substitution of nickel by palladium is also effective for reduction of the thermal conductivity. The value for the hafnium and palladium substituted sample is about 3 W/mK at room temperature [9] and simulated to reach 1.15 W/mK by platinum substitution [10] . Recently, partially titanium substituted sample of Zr 0.5 Hf 0.5 NiSn was reported to have very large dimensionless figure of merit, about 1.5 at 700 K [11] . The titanium substitution results in a reduction of the thermal conductivity, together with an increase of the power factor. However, those compounds include many elements, the effect of titanium substitution remains unclear. In this study, we prepared quaternary phase of (Ti,Zr)NiSn by SPS method and evaluated the thermoelectric properties. Then, the effect of the sintering condition is discussed.
Experimental procedure
The pure zirconium, titanium, nickel and tin were arc melted at argon atmosphere. The melting was repeated 5 times for homogeneity of the samples. The ingots were sealed in quartz tube and annealed at 1073 K for one week. The annealed samples were crashed and grained in steel mortar. Then the powders were sintered by SPS technique, using graphite die under argon flow.
The sintering temperature was changed from 1273 K to 1473 K. The samples were cut to rectangular shape of about 3×3×15 mm 3 for measurement of electrical properties and plate shape with thickness of 1-2 mm for thermal diffusivity measurement. For comparison, some samples were prepared by arc melting followed by melting in graphite crucible. The crystal structure and lattice parameter were evaluated by XRD analysis using Cu-Ka radiation.
The electrical conductivity and Seebeck coefficient were measured simultaneously at helium atmosphere from room temperature to about 1000 K using ULVAC ZEM1 equipment. The electrical conductivity was measured using a 4 plobe methods. The Seebeck coefficients were measured 3 times with different temperature gradient from 3-10 K. The thermal conductivity was evaluated as the product of the thermal diffusivity, the heat capacity, and the experimental density at room temperature. The thermal diffusivity was measured by a laser flash method using ULVAC TC-7000 equipment in vacuum. The heat capacity was measured by ULVAC triplecell DSC. The figure of merit was calculated from the abovementioned values. Additionally, we measured sound velocity of the samples for calculation of the Debye temperature, that is, for estimation of intrinsic lattice thermal conductivity. The sound velocity was measured at room temperature by ultrasonic pulse echo method.
Results and Discussion
The figure 1 shows XRD pattern of Zr 0.7 Ti 0.3 NiSn. All the samples have small impurity phase. However, the peaks of the annealed sample are broad. That indicates they include different half-Heusler phases, probably having different ratio of zirconium and titanium. On the other hand, the sample sintered at 1473 K obviously has sharper peaks. It indicated the sample was homogeneous uniformy. The result supposed that high temperature heat treatment is necessary for homogeneity of the samples. The figure 2 showed XRD pattern of (a) annealed TiNiSn, (b) melted TiNiSn in graphite crucible, and (c) melted Zr 0.5 Hf 0.5 NiSn in graphite crucible, respectively. The annealed TiNiSn has sharp peaks and there are no impurity phases. However, TiNiSn melted in crucible has many impurity phases, which are identified as TiNi 2 Sn
Heusler alloy, Ti-Sn alloy and pure Sn element. It indicates that TiNiSn is unstable at high temperature. Similar decomposition was seen at the sample annealed in sealed tube. On the other hand, Zr 0.5 Hf 0.5 NiSn melted in crucible is single phase with sharp peaks. ZrNiSn and HfNiSn also had no impurity phases, only titanium containing sample decomposed. These results indicate that high temperature heat treatment with some pressure, such as hot-pressing and SPS was necessary for "single phase" of titanium substituted sample. The electrical conductivity is shown in Figure 3 . The electrical conductivity of all the samples increases with increasing temperature. The pure ZrNiSn has the lowest value of the samples, titanium substitution increases the electrical conductivity. The open symbols represent the values of samples sintered at high temperature. The values are larger than those of the samples sintered at lower temperature. Figure 4 shows the temperature dependence of the Seebeck coefficient. The highest value is observed for ZrNiSn, it reached -300 µV/K at room temperature. The absolute value decreases with increasing the temperature. The titanium substituted samples show lower absolute value and the temperature dependence becomes weak. The result indicates carrier electron generation by the titanium substitution. Contrary to the electrical conductivity, the Seebeck coefficient appeares to be independent of the SPS temperature. The value and temperature dependence are almost the same, indicating similar carrier concentration for the samples. The calculated power factor is shown in figure 5 . The value of ZrNiSn is about 1 mW/mK 2 at room temperature and reached about 3 mW/mK 2 at 700-1000 K. It corresponds to the previous report. Increase of the SPS temperature obviously increased the power factor. It is caused by the increase of the electrical conductivity with a similar Seebeck coefficient. It should be due to the increase of the homogeneity as seen in the XRD measurement. The result indicates that high temperature heat treatment was desirable for high power factor.
The temperature dependence of the thermal conductivity is shown in figure 6 . The value of pure ZrNiSn exceeded 10 W/mK at room temperature. The titanium substitution decreased thermal conductivity. The value for Zr 0.5 Ti 0.5 NiSn is 5 W/mK at the room temperature, about a half of that of the ZrNiSn. The SPS temperature appeares to have little influence on the thermal conductivity. Table 1 shows the sound velocity, Debye temperature, and
Young's modulus of the samples. The Debye temperature θ D [12] and Young's modulus E are calculated from the sound velocity using the following equations:
where h is the Planck constant, k B is the Boltzmann constant, N is the number of atoms in the unit cell, V C is the unit cell volume, V L is the longitudinal sound velocity, V S is the shear sound velocity, and d is the sample density. The sound velocity and Debye temperature are almost the same for the quaternary phase samples. This indicates that the reduction of the thermal conductivity is due to the phonon scattering caused by the titanium substitution. The Debye temperature was about 350-400 K. It is rather high compared to those of conventional thermoelectric materials, such as Bi 2 Te 3 :161 K, PbTe:130 K, CoSb 3 : 307 K, Si:645 K. The values are higher than those of reported value [13] , which is probably caused by the difference of measurement procedure and temperature.
200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000 Finally, the dimensionless figure of merit is shown in figure 7 . Titanium substitution increases the value by the reduction of the thermal conductivity, especially at low temperature. The Zr 0.7 Ti 0.3 NiSn sintered at 1373 K showes the highest value, ZT=0.48 at 900 K. The value is higher than that of the pure ZrNiSn. The 70 % improvement is achieved by the reduction of thermal conductivity together with the enhancement of the power factor. Generally, substitution deteriorates the power factor because of the impurity scattering of carriers.
The improvement indicates the superiority of the titanium, smaller band width of the 3d orbital compared to the Zr 4d orbital. 
Conclusions
The quaternary titanium substituted ZrNiSn were prepared by arc melting followed by SPS. The electrical conductivity, Seebeck coefficient, and thermal conductivity were measured from room temperature to 1000 K. With increasing the SPS temperature, the homogeneity increased for titanium substituted samples. However, TiNiSn decomposed to the TiNi 2 Sn Heusler alloy, Ti-Sn alloy and pure Sn at high temperature. The power factor was enhanced by increasing of the SPS temperature because of the increase of the electrical conductivity. The Seebeck coefficient and the thermal conductivity remained unchanged by the SPS condition. As a result, higher SPS temperature significantly improved the figure of merit. Appropriate preparation condition was necessary especially for titanium containing half-Heusler alloys.
